Practical Examiner Panel for B. Tech. (Civil Engg.) 8th Semester Exam
May-2018

1. Mr. Deepak Verma, UIET, MD University, Rohtak. Contact No. 8059385333, Email Id: 21deepakverma@gmail.com
2. Mrs. Anu Bala, UIET, MD University, Rohtak. Contact No. 9416959991, Email Id: er.jangraanu@gmail.com
3. Mrs. Isha Verma, UIET, MD University, Rohtak. Contact No. 9812188155, Email Id: isha.1272@gmail.com
4. Mr. Vineet Dhawan, UIET, MD University, Rohtak. Contact No. 9812373733, Email Id: vinydhanw@gmail.com
5. Dr. Dhirender Singhal, Professor, DCRUST, Murthal, Sonipat
6. Er. Sachin Das, Assistant Professor, DCRUST, Murthal, Sonipat. Contact No. 9466485015
7. Er. Saurabh Jaglan, Assistant Professor, DCRUST, Murthal, Sonipat. Contact No. 8901279918, 9034219918 Email Id: mast.jaglan@gmail.com
8. Er. Arti Chouksey, Assistant Professor, DCRUST, Murthal, Sonipat.
9. Er. Sunita, Assistant Professor, DCRUST, Murthal, Sonipat
10. Prof. M.C. Gupta, Gurgaon College of Engineering, Bilaspur, Gurgaon Haryana.
11. Dr. Anand Verden, Dronacharya College of Engineering, Farrukh Nagar, Gurgaon.
12. Sandeep Singh, Matu Ram Institute of Engineering & Technology, Rohtak, Contact No. 09728563954, sandeeppannu36@yahoo.in
15. Mr. Col. H.S.Dhull, Savera College of Engineering, Farrukh Nagar, Gurgaon Haryana
16. Prachi Sohoni, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering Deptt, ITM, Gurgaon, Contact No. 9717673322
17. Vaishali Sahu, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering Deptt, ITM, Gurgaon Haryana, Contact No. 9650129730
18. Dr. Anil Misra, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering Deptt, ITM, Gurgaon Haryana, Contact No. 9873122054
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19. Ms. Anju Bala, Assistant Professor, WCTM, Gurgaon Contact No. 9910017323, 09812485428
21. Dr. Arbinda Sharma, BRCM College of Engineering, Bahal, Bhiwani.
22. Parmod Saharan, BRCM College of Engineering, Bahal, Bhiwani.
23. Dr. S.K Singh, Civil Engineering Deptt, Delhi Technological University Delhi.
24. Dr. A.K Trivedi, Civil Engineering Deptt, Delhi Technological University Delhi
25. Mr. S. S. Kajal, The Institute Of Technology & Sciences, Bhiwani, Contact No. 9416472705, subekazal@gmail.com
26. Prof. Razaullah Khan, Mewat Engineering college, Nuh, Mewat, Haryana
27. Dr. Mohd. Badruddin Ahmad, Mewat Engineering college, Nuh, Mewat, Haryana
28. Parveen Berwal, Indus College, Jind, Haryana Contact No. 9416173939, Email Id: parveenberwal@gmail.com
29. Dr. Syed Salahuddin Shah, Mewat Engineering college, Nuh, Mewat, Haryana
30. Dr. V. K. Ahuja, Baba Mastnath University, Rohtak, Contact No. 09255589865, Email Id: enggvahuja@gmail.com
31. Yousaf Ali, SGT University Gurgaon, Contact No. 09812761111, Email Id: yusufbagla786@gmail.com
32. Sonal Bhugra, Manav Rachna University, Faridabad, Contact No. 09810814457, Email Id: sonalbhugra@gmail.com
33. Virender Singh, Delhi Technical Campus, Nayagaon, Bahadurgarh, Contact No. 09467166328, virender.rana70@gmail.com
34. DR. Srijit Biswas, Manav Rachna University, Faridabad, Contact No. - 08826454764/ 07531839891, EMAIL ID- srijitbiswas@yahoo.com
35. MS. Anjali Gupta, Manav Rachna University, Faridabad, Contact No. - 08800613338, Email Id- catchanjali@yahoo.co.in
36. Arun Kumar, PDMCE Bahadurgarh, Contact No. 09992349722, 09541441490, Email Id: ARUN.KUMAR764@GMAIL.COM
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37. Paramjeet Malik, Satpriya group of institution, Rohtak, Contact No. 9729388085
38. Mukesh Samota, Pranath Parnami Institute of Engg. & Technology, Hisar, Contact No. 09729379817, mukeshsamota2386@gmail.com
39. Mr. Ajay Kaushik, P.D.M. Bahadurgarh
40. Dr. J. K. Tomar, SKITM, Bahadurgarh, Contact No. 8859706928.
41. Mr. Satish Kumar, Assistant Professor and Head, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Contact No. 9017022213.
42. Mr. Sitender Chhillar, Assistant Professor, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Contact No. 7056803425.
43. Mr. Nitish Kumar, Assistant Professor, Ganga Institute of Technology and Management, Kablana, Jhajjar, Contact No. 9718225282.
44. Gaurav Parashar, Rawal Institute of Engineering & Technology, Faridabad, Contact No. 09416394580, gparashar07@gmail.com
45. Jasbir Boora, PDMCE, Bahadurgarh, Contact No. 09068776156
46. Rajbir Singh, Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Technology, Janakpuri, Delhi, Contact No. 09868788535
47. Mr. Shiv, Assistant Professor, BM Group of Institutions, Farukhnagar, Gurugram, Contact No. 9953403233.

All Regular Faculty from IIT/NIT/State University and Central University are also being called for conducting the Viva.

Chairman
BOS, M.D. University, Rohtak